Abstract-We study a mobile wireless network where groups or clusters of nodes are intermittently connected via mobile "carriers" (the carriers provide connectivity over time among different clusters of nodes). Over such networks (an instantiation of a delay tolerant network), it is well-known that traditional routing algorithms perform very poorly. In this paper, we propose a two-level Back-Pressure with Source-Routing algorithm (BP+SR) for such networks. The proposed BP+SR algorithm separates routing and scheduling within clusters (fast time-scale) from the communications that occur across clusters (slow time-scale), without loss in network throughput (i.e., BP+SR is throughputoptimal).
I. INTRODUCTION
Networks with sporadic or intermittent connectivity among clusters of nodes are becoming more common -these range from rural applications where mobile carriers such as buses provide connectivity among villages [1] to military high bandwidth applications where groups of mobile soldiers are connected via mobile carriers (e.g., other land-based or aerial vehicles).
Routing over such networks has been of much interest to the delay tolerant networking (DTN) community, see [2] , [3] . Intermittent connectivity results in the non-availability of an end-to-end route at each instant of time, thus leading to poor performance by the conventional Internet or ad hoc network routing protocols. A variety of DTN protocols have been proposed to address these issues. However, to a large extent, algorithms that provide guaranteed performance (e.g. stability, end-to-end buffer-usage or delay) have not been developed.
In this paper, we formally study algorithmic performance associated with such intermittently connected networks. In particular, we address the following questions: (i) Can we develop routing algorithms that stabilize the network (i.e., does not let the buffers at nodes build up arbitrarily large), (ii) When there are multiple paths between a packet source and destination (e.g., multiple carriers), how do we "optimally" load-balance among these paths, and (iii) What is the end-toend delay/buffer-usage performance of these algorithms?
In the mobile ad hoc network setting, there has been a lot of work on back-pressure (BP) algorithms [4] to address similar questions (see for example [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] ). While these queue-based algorithms can stabilize networks under any general topology, their performance in intermittently connected network can be very poor, and results in large queue lengths at each node along its path. Further, at each node, the BP algorithm needs to maintain a separate queue for each destination, thus leading to a "state-space explosion" in the number of queues as the network scales in size.
To understand this, we observe that an intermittently connected network inherently has two time-scales of communications: (a) a fast time-scale at which nodes within a cluster communicate among themselves, and (b) a slow time-scale that is limited by the carriers' mobility speeds among various clusters. With the traditional BP algorithms, the dynamics at each node along a packet flow path is essentially driven by the slowest time-scale along the path (this is quantified more precisely in later sections). Since each path between clusters has a slow carrier, BP results in large buffers (and hence large delays) at every node along the flow path.
To address this, we propose a two-level Back-Pressure with Source-Routing algorithm (BP+SR) that separates the two times-scales. Routing (and scheduling) within clusters is loosely coupled to routing across clusters (via carriers) only at cluster gateway nodes. Such selective coupling at a small number of nodes permits us to maintain large queues only at a very few nodes, and thus results in order-wise shorter endto-end buffer-usage as compared to traditional BP. A further consequence of the proposed BP+SR algorithm due to the twolevel hierarchy is the much reduced number of queues needed to implement the algorithm.
A. Main contributions
In this paper, we propose a two-level back-pressure routing algorithm (BP+SR) for intermittently connected networks. Such a network consists of two types of traffic: intra-cluster (i.e., traffic which can be routed only within a cluster) and inter-cluster (traffic with a source and destination that are in different clusters). The intra-cluster traffic is routed via traditional back-pressure within the cluster. For the inter-cluster traffic, the algorithm uses source routing to determine a pair of source gateway and destination gateway in the corresponding source and destination clusters (see Figure 1 ). Packets are routed from the source to the source-cluster-gateway (and from the destination-cluster-gateway to the destination node) via a "local" (intra-cluster) back-pressure algorithm. Another back-pressure algorithm is used to determine the "optimal load-balancing" over an overlay network consisting of the gateway nodes of various clusters (thus, the various clusters form "stepping stones" to help deliver the packet from the source to destination).
Our contributions are as follows:
1) The proposed two-level back-pressure routing is throughput-optimal, i.e., it stabilizes all queues in the network if at all possible to do so under any algorithm.
2) The algorithm results in much smaller end-to-end buffer usage as compared to traditional BP. In particular, consider a network with a finite number of clusters where each cluster is of size N c and a carrier moves between the clusters every T time slots and spends π fraction of the time at each cluster. The traditional BP algorithm will have a per-path end-to-end buffer usage 1 that scales as Θ(π −1 N C T ) whereas the corresponding quantity with the BP+SR algorithm is Θ(π −1 T ), which does not depend on the cluster size N c for reasonably sized clusters where T >> N c .
B. Related work
Due to its throughput optimality and simplicity, backpressure routing algorithm has attracted much attention since [4] . In [5] , [6] , [7] , the back-pressure algorithm has been combined with congestion control to provide utility-maximizing resource allocation to elastic flows. The problem of delay reduction for back-pressure algorithm has been studied in [10] , [9] , [11] . However, their algorithm solves the problem of large delay when the offered load on the network is light (when the load is light, back-pressure explores "too many" paths between the source and destination). Our delay problem, however, stems from the intermittent connectivity nature, and thus requires different algorithmic techniques.
A cluster-based back-pressure algorithm has been first studied in [8] to reduce the number of queues in the context 1 We expect the scaling behavior of end-to-end delay to be similar to that of end-to-end buffer usage. This is because typically the scheduling delay (due to local contention for the wireless air-interface) at each node will not scale with Nc, the cluster size. Thus for the networks we consider, the scaling behavior of the end-to-end delay (consisting of queueing, scheduling and carrier transport delays along the path) will have the dominant term that corresponds to the queueing delay. This intuition is borne out through simulations in section V. of traditional networks. However, the algorithm as proposed in [8] in general does not separate between the fast intracluster time scale and the slow inter-cluster timescales due to intermittently connected mobile carriers, thus leading to potentially large queue lengths at all nodes along a path. Our proposed algorithm (BP+SR) in this paper explicitly separates the two time scales by choosing both a source and destination gateway using source routing, and by explicitly forming an overlay network with potentially multiple "stepping-stones" at various clusters' gateway nodes. This explicit separation is the key property that leads to much smaller buffer usage, and hence smaller end-to-end delays.
A number of DTN routing protocols (using carrier nodes) have been proposed. The authors in [12] categorize them as protocols that utilize controlled and intelligent flooding [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] , and protocols that operate by learning the intermittently-connected topology behavior and routing using this knowledge [17] , [18] , [19] . A comprehensive survey of these algorithms is available in [12] . Lastly, there are studies on DTN routing that are similar to back-pressure routing (gradient-based in [20] , or the utility-based in [21] ). In general however, to the best of our knowledge, the studies in DTNs do not address throughput-optimality (stabilized routing) or the problem of long delays.
II. SYSTEM MODEL A. Network model
In this section, we introduce the basic system model. We consider an intermittently connected network consisting of multiple clusters. Each cluster C i is represented by a graph
where N Ci is the set of nodes in C i and L Ci is the set of links. Let C(n) denote the cluster to which node n belongs. The clusters are geographically separated and two nodes in distinct clusters cannot communicate with each other directly.
The clusters are connected by a set of mobile carrier nodes M, which move around to carry packets from one cluster to another. For each cluster, the set of nodes that can communicate with the mobiles is fixed. These nodes are named as gateways as shown in Figure 1 . Those nodes that cannot communicate with the mobiles directly are named as internal nodes. Let I Ci and H Ci denote the set of internal nodes and gateways in C i , respectively.
We use g(i, j) to denote gateway j in cluster C i . To simplify the notations, we assume that gateways g(·, j) have the access to mobile m(j) only. The mobiles change gateways every T time slots, which is called a super time slot. We let τ denote the τ th super time slot. We assume that the mobilities follow Markov processes. Given that mobile m(j) is at gateway g(i 1 , j) at the beginning of super time slot τ, the probability that it moves to gateway g(i 2 , j) at the beginning of the super time slot
where "−" means that the mobile and the gateway are in contact. Let P m(j) denote the transition probability matrix of mobile m(j) and let π m(j) be the corresponding stationary distribution. The Markov chains are assumed to be aperiodic and irreducible. The assumption that g(·, j) only have access to m(j) is not necessary; we make this assumption to simplify our notations.
B. Traffic model
A traffic flow is defined by its source and destination. We assume that the sources and destinations are all internal nodes. If the source and the destination lie in the same cluster, then the traffic flow is called an intra-cluster traffic, and the intracluster traffic can be routed only within the cluster. If the source and the destination lie in different clusters, the traffic flow is called an inter-cluster traffic. We let Note that all inter-cluster traffic flows must be forwarded to the gateways in source clusters, then carried over to the gateways in destination clusters via the mobile nodes before reaching their destinations.
C. Communication model
Let μ (n1,n2) [t] denote the transmission rate (packets/time slot) of link (n 1 , n 2 ) at time t, and μ
Let Γ Ci be the convex hull of the set of all feasible transmission rates in cluster C i . We note that in general, μ Ci [t] and Γ Ci depend on the interference model used for cluster C i .
We assume that a mobile and a gateway can send R packets to each other per contact. We assume that the transmissions between mobiles and gateways do not cause interference to other transmissions.
III. TWO-LEVEL BACK-PRESSURE ALGORITHM
In this section, we introduce our two-level back-pressure routing algorithm.
A. Queueing architecture
In our algorithm, the network maintains two types of queues. The first type, referred to as type-I, will be denoted by q, and the second type, type-II, will be denoted by u.
Any internal node n 1 maintains a separate type-II queue u g n1 for each gateway g in the same cluster, and maintains a separate type-I queue q n2 n1 for each node n 2 in the same cluster. A gateway g 1 maintains a separate type-II queue u g2 g1
for each of other gateways g 2 in the network. For each node n in the same cluster, gateway g maintains both a type-I queue and a type-II queue for node n. Note that u n n = 0 and q n n = 0 at all times for any node n. As a consequence of our routing algorithm (which we will describe shortly), type-II queues are operated at Θ(T ) time scale, whereas the type-I queues are operated at Θ(1) time scale. The difference in time scale results in the type-II queue length being Θ(T ) times larger than type-I queue length. Under the original back-pressure routing algorithm, all nodes would have queues of length Θ(T ). However, under our routing algorithm, only a few nodes have type-II queues; this will result in shorter end-to-end delays.
B. Two-level back-pressure with source-routing algorithm
Before we describe our routing algorithm in a detail, we use an example to provide an overview. Consider an inter-cluster flow from the source s to the destination d. For new incoming packets, the source s first chooses the source and destination gateways g s and g d these packets should be routed through. g s lies in the same cluster as the source and g d lies in the same cluster as the destination; g s and g d are the points of exit and entry, respectively.
The packets that are assigned with the source gateway and destination gateway pair (g s , g d ) are first deposited into type-II queue u gs s and routed to the gateway g s by intra-cluster backpressure routing. The back-pressure routing inside the clusters is performed with type-I queue lengths. See Part II of our algorithm description.
Once the packets reach g s , they are transferred to type-II queue u g d gs and relayed to mobiles, which carry the packets to the destination cluster or some intermediate clusters. If the packets are carried to an intermediate cluster, the packets will be transferred to type-II queues for g d , and may be routed to a gateway that is in the same cluster and has smaller backlogs. After that, the packets are again transferred to type-II queues, and relayed to mobiles, which may carry the packets to another cluster.
After the packets reach their destination gateways, they are transferred to type-I queue q
and forwarded to the destination using the intra-cluster back-pressure routing. See Part IV.
We now introduce our routing algorithm.
Part I: Selecting source and destination gateways
At the beginning of super time slot τ , the inter-cluster traffic source s picks the source and destination gateways g * 
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. The next destination of the transferred packets is temporarily set to g 2 ; when g 2 receives those packets, they are inserted into u
where g d can be found in the packet headers.
Part IV: Traffic control at the destination gateways
When the packets arrive at their destination gateways, they are deposited into queue u
Part V: Routing and scheduling within a cluster
In each time slot t, each cluster C computes μ C [t] such that to g, and the gateway g transmits R packets from the queue u
C. Overlay network
We note that the gateways and mobiles form a virtual overlay network. An inter-cluster packet first enters the virtual network at the selected source gateway, and then leaves the overlay network at the selected destination gateway. Two nodes of the overlay network are connected by a cluster network instead of a single physical link. The transmissions between two neighboring nodes in the overlay network are accomplished by intra-cluster backpressure routing/scheduling.
Our BP+SR includes routing and scheduling within each cluster and in the overlay network, and so is a two-level algorithm.
Further comments on the overlay network can be found in section VIII-A of our technical report [22] . 
IV. PERFORMANCE OF BP+SR ALGORITHM
A. Throughput optimality Theorem 1: Fix any δ > 0. Given external arrival x such that (1 + δ + )x is supportable for some > 0 (i.e., there exists an algorithm that can stabilize the network with traffic load (1 + δ + )x), all queues are bounded under the BP+SR algorithm.
Proof: The proof is provided in the appendix of [22] .
B. Buffer usage and delay
We now compare the delay under the original back-pressure routing and our proposed algorithm, and have the following observation (a detailed analysis of delay and the number of queues required for our algorithm can be found in [22] N s , N g ). The number of queues maintained by a node under BP is proportional to the total number of traffic destinations in the network, which can be as large as the total number of nodes in the network (≈ N s × N c ) .
Under BP+SR, each internal node maintains a queue for each node in its own cluster only, for the maximum total of N c + N g (type I + type II) queues. Each gateway maintains a type II queue for other gateways in the network and a type I queue for each internal node in the same cluster, for the maximum total of N s N g + N c queues. The number of queues maintained by a mobile is N s N g . Therefore, the maximum number of queues at a node under BP+SR is N s N g +N c , which is substantially fewer than under BP (N s N c ) .
V. SIMULATIONS
We consider two networks: the first network consists of clusters of 12 nodes (3×4) and the second network consists of clusters of 24 nodes (6 × 4). Each network has three clusters. Figure 1 is the first network we simulate. There are three pairs of inter-cluster traffic sources/sinks, labeled with 1, 2 and 3, i.e. the two nodes labeled with 1 communicate with each other and likewise for 2's and 3's. The inter-cluster traffic sources generate data at a rate of 0.4 pkts/time slot. Mobile m(1) comes into contact with gateways g(i, 1), i = 1, 2, 3 only; similarly for m(2). T is set to 1000. In the simulation, we have randomly generated intra-cluster traffic, such that the combined intra-and inter-cluster traffics utilize all internal links at 90% of their capacity. Each internal link has a capacity of 1 pkt/time slot. η is set to 10.
The probability that mobile m(1) goes to gateway g((i + 1 mod 3), 1) when it is at gateway g(i, 1) is 0.8 (gateway g(i, 1) belongs to cluster i); the probabilities that it stays at g(i, 1) or goes to g((i − 1 mod 3), 1) both equal to 0.1. The probability that mobile m(2) goes to g((i − 1 mod 3), 2) is 0.8; the probabilities that it stay or goes to g((i + 1 mod 3), 2) both equal to 0.1.
The number of packet transferred per contact between a mobile and a gateway is 1500 pkts/contact (R = 1500 pkts/contact).
We compare BP+SR to BP, as BP (and its variants) is the only other throughput optimal routing algorithm. In Figure 2 , we illustrate the maximum values of various types of queues. Figure 2(a) shows the evolution of the longest queue under BP and the evolution of the longest type-I queue under BP+SR. We can see that the longest type-I queue is substantially smaller than the longest queue under BP.
In [22] , we have figures that show the maximum values of different type-II queues. It is shown that those type-II queues are of order Θ(T ). In our simulations, we found that under BP each node in the network had six queues of order Θ(T ), corresponding to the six different inter-cluster traffic destinations. Under BP+SR, each inter-cluster source had two queues of order Θ(T ), corresponding to the two gateways in each cluster. The other nodes with Θ(T ) queues were gateways and mobiles, as can be seen in the figures above.
In Figure 2 (b), we show the CDF of the total end-to-end packet delays for inter-cluster traffic. The average end-to-end delay under BP+SR is roughly 28,000 time slots in both 3 × 4 and 6×4 cases; the delay under BP is 38,000 time slots in 3×4 case and 78,000 in 6 × 4 case. As discussed in section IV-B, the delay doubled under BP as the cluster size doubled. Delays for intra-cluster flows stayed the same under BP+SR; BP+SR and BP both showed short delays for intra-cluster flows, as expected.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have developed the two-level BP+SR for intermittently connected networks that provides two main benefits over the original back-pressure routing algorithm: 1) our proposed algorithm reduced the number of queues required at each node; 2) it reduced the size of the queues, thereby reducing the end-to-end delay.
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